The pivot translation is useful method for translating between languages that contain little or no parallel data by utilizing equivalents in an intermediate language such
Introduction
Translation effected using models trained on larger parallel corpora can achieve greater accuracy (Dyer, Cordova, Mont, and Lin 2008) in statistical machine translation (SMT) (Brown, Pietra, Pietra, and Mercer 1993) . Unfortunately, most language pairs are restricted in terms of readily available parallel corpora: some have fewer than 100k sentence pairs; others do not contain any. This paucity is especially true of language pairs that do not include English, and the problem is difficult to overcome because it would cost millions of dollars to manually produce a high-quality parallel corpus.
One effective solution to surmount the scarceness of bilingual data is to introduce a pivot language that contains existing parallel data with respect to both the source and target languages (de Gispert and Mariño 2006) . The triangulation is both popular and effective among the various methods that employ pivot languages (Utiyama and Isahara 2007; Cohn and Lapata 2007) . This process first combines source-pivot and pivot-target translation models (TMs) into a source- (b) Proposed triangulation method matching subtrees target model and then translates data using this merged model. The procedure of triangulating two TMs into one has been examined for different frameworks of SMT and its effectiveness has been confirmed both for Phrase-Based SMT (PBMT) (Koehn, Och, and Marcu 2003; Utiyama and Isahara 2007) and for Hierarchical Phrase-Based SMT (Hiero) (Chiang 2007; Miura, Neubig, Sakti, Toda, and Nakamura 2015) . However, word interlingual differences in word usage and word sense ambiguity cause difficulties in accurately learning the correspondences between the source and target phrases. Thus, the accuracy of triangulated models is lesser than the precision attained by models trained on direct parallel corpora.
In the triangulation method, source-pivot and pivot-target phrase pairs are connected as source-target pairs if a common pivot-side phrase is available. Figure 1-(a) illustrates a sample standard triangulation on the Hiero TM, which combines the hierarchical rules of phrase pairs by matching pivot phrases with equivalent surface forms. This example also demonstrates the problems of ambiguity: the English word "record" can correspond to several different parts-ofspeech according to the context. More broadly, phrases that include this word can also potentially take different grammatical structures, but it is impossible to uniquely identify these constructions unless information is provided with regard to the surrounding context. This varying syntactic structure will influences translation. For example, the French verb "enregistrer" corresponds to the English verb "record". At the same time, the French noun "dossier" matches the noun form of the English word "record". In a more extreme instance, Chinese does not incorporate inflections depending on the part-of-speech of the word. Thus, although the word order changes, the Chinese term "记录" is used even in contexts where record is employed as a different grammatical category. These specifics might result in the incorrect Given this background, it is hypothesized that the disambiguation of these cases would be simpler if necessary syntactic information such as phrase structures is considered during the pivoting process. To incorporate this intuition into the models introduced in this paper, the authors propose a method that considers the syntactic information of the pivot phrase as shown in Specifically, the method posited in this paper is based on Synchronous Context-Free Grammars (SCFGs) (Aho and Ullman 1969; Chiang 2007) , which are widely used in tree-based machine translation frameworks. First, Section 2 of the paper provides a quick review of SCFGs. The baseline triangulation method that only uses the surface forms for performing the triangulation is detailed in Section 3, and two methods for triangulation based on syntactic matching are proposed in Section 4. The first method places a hard restriction on the exact matching of parse trees (Section 4.1) included in translation rules, whereas the second places a softer limitation and allows partial matches (Section 4.2). Experiments of pivot translation on the United Nations Parallel Corpus (Ziemski, Junczys-Dowmunt, and Pouliquen 2016) were performed by the authors to investigate the proposed method's impact on pivot translation quality. The results of these investigations are presented in Section 5. These findings demonstrate that the posited process indeed provides significant gains in accuracy (of up to 2.3 BLEU points), in almost all tested combinations of five languages with English used as the pivot language. In addition, as an auxiliary result, the authors compared pivot translations effected through the use of the proposed method to those made through zero-shot neural machine translation. These outcomes confirm that the triangulation of symbolic TMs still significantly outperforms neural MT in the 2 Machine Translation Framework
Synchronous Context-Free Grammars (SCFGs)
In this section, the authors initially deal with SCFGs, particularly hierarchical phrase-based translation (Hiero) (Chiang 2007) , which are widely used in machine translation. The elementary structures used in translation in SCFGs are synchronous rewrite rules with aligned pairs of source and target symbols on the right side as in
where X is the head symbol of the rewrite rule, and s and t are both strings of terminals and non-terminals on the source and target sides respectively. Each string in the right-side pair has the same number of indexed non-terminals, and identically indexed non-terminals correspond to each-other. A synchronous rule could also, for example, take the form of
Synchronous rules can be extracted based on parallel sentences and automatically obtained word alignments. Each extracted rule is scored with phrase translation probabilities in both directions ϕ(s|t) and ϕ(t|s), lexical translation probabilities in both directions ϕ lex (s|t) and ϕ lex (t|s), a word penalty counting the terminals in t, and a constant phrase penalty of 1.
At the time of translation, the decoder searches for the target sentence that maximizes the derivation probability, which is defined as the sum of the scores of the rules used in the derivation, and the log of the language model (LM) probability over the target strings. When not considering an LM, it is possible to efficiently find the best translation for an input sentence using the CKY+ algorithm (Chappelier, Rajman, et al. 1998) . When using an LM, the expanded search space is further reduced based on the limit on expanded edges, or total states per span, through a procedure such as cube pruning (Chiang 2007) .
1 A preliminary version of this paper has presented in ( Neubig 2016b) and (Miura, Neubig, Sudoh, and Nakamura 2017) .
Hierarchical Rules
The rules used in Hiero are specifically discussed in this section. Hierarchical rules are composed of the initial head symbol S and synchronous rules containing terminals and singular type of non-terminal X. 2 Hierarchical rules are extracted using the same phrase extraction procedure employed in phrase-based translation (Koehn et al. 2003 ) based on word alignments, followed by a step that performs a recursive extraction of hierarchical phrases (Chiang 2007) .
For example, hierarchical rules could take the form of
From these rules, the input sentence can be translated by the derivation:
The advantage of Hiero is that it is able to achieve relatively superior word reordering accuracy (compared to other symbolic SMT alternatives such as standard phrase-based MT) without language-dependent processing. On the other hand, since it does not use syntactic information and tries to extract all possible combinations of rules, Hiero tends to extract very large translation rule tables, and it is also likely to be less syntactically faithful in its derivations.
Explicitly Syntactic Rules
The use of synchronous context-free grammar or synchronous tree-substitution grammar (Graehl and Knight 2004) rules forms an alternative to the Hiero rules. These options explicitly take into account the syntax of the source-side (tree-to-string rules), the target-side (string-totree rules), or both (tree-to-tree rules). The tree-to-string (T2S) rules, for example, utilize parse trees on the source language side, and the head symbols of the synchronous rules are not limited to S or X, but instead use non-terminal symbols corresponding to the phrase structure tags of a given parse tree. Thus, T2S rules could take the form of
Here, parse subtrees of the source language rules are set in the form of S-expressions. From these rules, the translation can be effected from the parse tree of the input sentence by the derivation:
It is hence possible in T2S translation to obtain a result that conforms to the grammar of the source language. Also, as an advantage of this method, the number of less-useful synchronous rules extracted by syntax-agnostic methods such as Hiero is reduced. This decrease makes it possible to learn more compact rule tables and allows for faster translation. (Cohn and Lapata 2007) . The triangulation method is particularly notable for producing higher quality translation results in comparison to other pivot methods (Utiyama and Isahara 2007; Miura et al. 2015) , and this approach has thus been employed as the grounding for the work presented in this paper. Triangulation for SCFGs searches T SP and T P T for source-pivot and pivot-target rules that have common pivot symbols and synthesizes these into source-target rules to create rule table
Pivot Translation Methods

Triangulation of TMs
Phrase translation probability ϕ(·) and lexical translation probability ϕ lex (·) are estimated for all combined source-target phrases according to: where s, p, and t are the phrases in the source, pivot, and target, respectively, and the construction p ∈ T SP ∩ T P T indicates that p is contained in both phrase tables T SP and T P T . Word penalty and phrase penalty X → ⟨ s, t ⟩ are set as the same values of X → ⟨ p, t ⟩ .
Problems of Pivot-Side Ambiguity
Although triangulation is known to achieve higher translation accuracy than other simple methods and although it has become a popular and standard form of pivot translation nowadays, the problem of ambiguity still remains. This subsection describes the causes of the difficulties and provides pertinent examples.
In triangulation, Equations (11)-(14) are based on the memoryless channel model, which
In Equation (15), for example, it is presumed that, given the pivot and source phrases, the translation probability of the target phrase is not affected by the source phrase. Nonetheless, it is easy to produce examples where this assumption does not hold. The authors of this paper have previously proposed a pivot translation method that uses the triangulation of Synchronous CFG rule tables to a Multi-Synchronous CFG (MSCFG) (Neubig, Arthur, and Duh 2015) rule table that remembers the pivot as shown in Figure 4 . This method performs the translation using pivot LMs (Miura et al. 2015) , and experiments have established that the process is effective in cases when a strong pivot LM exists.
This previously conceived method is effective in instances where the existing source-pivot and pivot-target parallel corpora are not large (i.e., containing less than hundreds of thousands of sentence pairs) and, conversely, where the available pivot monolingual corpus is sizable. Since the MSCFG decoder demands an immense quantity of memory and computational time and it is difficult to accomplish distributed processing, it is not realistic to scale up within the same framework. Further, although the MSCFG decoder helps in selecting the appropriate translation rules in a pivot LM, it cannot essentially solve the problem of ambiguity and of inappropriately connected rules, which remain in the triangulated rule table as noise. This paper attempts to elucidate the manner in which the noisy rules in triangulated TMs can be reduced to bring them closer to the accuracy attained by directly trained TMs.
Triangulation with Syntactic Matching
The previous section outlined the standard triangulation method and marked that the pivotside ambiguity causes an incorrect estimation of translation probability and that the translation accuracy might decrease for this reason. To address this problem, it is desirable to be able to distinguish pivot-side phrases that have different syntactic roles or meanings, even if the symbol strings are equivalent. The next two subsections describe two methods of discerning pivot phrases that take on syntactically discrete roles: the first technique involves exact matching of parse trees;
the second pertains to soft matching.
Exact Matching of Parse Subtrees
In the exact matching method, the pivot-source and pivot-target T2S TMs are first trained by parsing the pivot side of parallel corpora. Next, these data are stored into rule tables as T P S and T P T , respectively. The synchronous rules of T P S and T P T correspondingly take the form of X → ⟨p, s⟩ and X → ⟨p , t ⟩ , wherep is a symbol string that expresses the pivot-side parse subtree (S-expression), and s and t express the source and target symbol strings in that order.
The procedure of synthesizing source-target synchronous rules essentially follows Equations (11)- (14), except that it utilizes T P S instead of T SP (the direction of probability features is reversed) and the pivot subtreep instead of pivot phrase p. In this case, s and t do not have syntactic information, and thus, the synthesized synchronous rules should be hierarchical rules as explained in Section 2.2.
The matching conditions of this method are more stringent in their constraints than the correspondence of superficial symbols in standard triangulation and thus potentially lessen incorrect connections of phrase pairs, resulting in a more reliable triangulated TM. Conversely, the number of connected rules decreases as well in this restricted triangulation, and hence, the coverage of the triangulated model might be reduced. Therefore, it is important to create TMs that are both reliable and that comprise superior coverage.
Partial Matching of Parse Subtrees
To prevent the problem of the reduction of coverage in the exact matching method, the authors of this paper propose a partial matching method that retains the coverage of standard triangulation by allowing the connection of incompletely equivalent pivot subtrees. To estimate translation probabilities in partial matching, the weighted triangulation generalizing Equations (11)-(14) of standard triangulation with the weight function ψ(·) must first be defined as in
wherep S ∈ T SP andp T ∈ T P T are, respectively, the pivot parse subtrees of source-pivot and pivot-target synchronous rules. By adjusting ψ(·), the magnitude of the penalty for instances of incompletely matched connections can be controlled. If it is defined that ψ(p T |p S ) = 1 whenp T is equal top S and that otherwise ψ(p T |p S ) = 0, Equations (17)-(20) are equivalent to Equations (11)- (14).
The better estimation of ψ(·) is not trivial, and the co-occurrence counts ofp S andp T are not available. Therefore, a heuristic estimation method is introduced as
where f lat(p) returns only the sequence of leaf elements, or the symbol string ofp keeping non-terminals, 3 and T reeEditDistance(p S ,p T ) is the minimum cost of a sequence of operations (contract, un-contract, and modify the label of an edge) that are required to transformp S intô p T (Klein 1998 ).
According to Equations (21)-(24), it may be assured that the incomplete match of pivot subtrees leads to d(·) ≥ 1 and penalizes in a manner that ψ(·) ≤ 1/e d ≤ 1/e, and an exact match of subtrees causes a value of ψ(·) that is at least e ≈ 2.718 times larger than those obtained by the utilization of partially matched subtrees.
Experiments
Experimental Set-Up
Evaluation of Pivot SMT methods
To investigate the effect of the proposed approach, the authors evaluated translation accuracy through pivot translation experiments conducted on the United Nations Parallel Corpus (UN6Way) (Ziemski et al. 2016 Sequential pivot translation with source-pivot and pivot-target Hiero TMs (weak baseline).
Tri. Hiero:
Triangulating source-pivot and pivot-target Hiero TMs into a source-target Hiero TM using the traditional method (baseline, Section 3.1).
Tri. TreeExact
Triangulating pivot-source and pivot-target T2S TMs into a source-target Hiero TM using the proposed exact matching of pivot subtrees (proposed 1, Section 4.1).
Tri. TreePartial
Triangulating pivot-source and pivot-target T2S TMs into a source-target Hiero TM using the proposed partial matching of pivot subtrees (proposed 2, Section 4.2).
Direct Hiero:
Translating with a Hiero TM directly trained on the source-target parallel corpus without using a pivot language (as an oracle). have found that neural machine translation systems can gain the ability to perform translations with zero parallel resources by training on multiple sets of bilingual data. However, previous work has not examined the competitiveness of these methods in comparison to pivot-based symbolic SMT frameworks such as PBMT or Hiero. In this section, a zero-shot NMT model and other pivot NMT methods are compared to the pivot-based Hiero models. The NMTKit 6 was adopted to train and evaluate NMT models. The detailed parameters of training the NMT models are shown in Table 1 .
Comparison with Neural MT
For additional translation methods were assessed:
Cascade NMT:
Sequential pivot translation with source-pivot and pivot-target NMTs.
Synthetic NMT:
Generating pseudo-parallel corpus synthesized by translating pivot-side of source-pivot parallel corpus with pivot-target NMT (Sennrich, Haddow, and Birch 2016; Firat et al. 2016 ).
Zero-Shot NMT:
Training single shared model with pvt ↔ {src,target} parallel data according to (Johnson et al. 2017 ).
Direct NMT:
Translating with NMT directly trained on the source-target parallel corpus without using pivot language (for comparison).
The training data for Cascade NMT, Synthetic NMT, and Zero-Shot NMT were the same 1M sentences used for the Pivot Hiero methods (source-pivot and pivot-target corpora). The training data for Direct NMT was identical to that utilized for Direct Hiero.
Results
Comparison of Direct models among different language pairs and frameworks: Before pivot translation tasks were compared, the performances of SMT and NMT in Direct translation tasks were ascertained. accuracy of word sequences (n-grams) and RIBES is known to give importance word order.
The from English documents as the pivot.
Performance of English-related translation tasks:
Pivot translation tasks should depend strongly on the performance of the source-pivot translation and should rely even more compellingly on the pivot-target translation since the pivot-target translation essentially comprises the upper bound performance of generating target sentences for the given pivot-side input. It is natural that the translation for pairs of languages belonging to different families exhibits a different trend with regard to accuracy. Table 2 illustrates that the TMs of English-Spanish and English-French achieve higher evaluation scores, perhaps because they exhibit relatively closer language structures than the other evaluated English-relative language pairs. Although English-Arabic, English-Russian, and English-Chinese translation achieve poorer accuracy, each of these likely result from different language features, such as morphology, word order, and diversity of expression. Table 3 illustrates the components of the BLEU score evaluation, including the precision of 1grams through 4-grams and the brevity penalty (Papineni et al. 2002) . This table demonstrates that English-Chinese translation achieved higher accuracy in translating words, or 1-gram precision than language pairs that comprises Arabic, French, and Russian targets. However, the precision of 2-grams through 4-grams, or the accuracy of translating word sequences is relatively lower in English-Chinese and this low BLEU score is primarily caused by the low 4-gram precision. This result reflects the fact that word inflections do not exist in Chinese, and instead, the word order takes on significant syntactic roles.
Conversely, the table also clarifies that English-Arabic and English-Russian translation achieved lower precision even relating to 1-grams. This lack of accuracy could be caused by the fact that Arabic and Russian are known for their morphological richness, and it is thus more difficult for MT to translate the source words into correct forms of target words than in the case of other, more morphologically simple languages.
Translation accuracy of pivot translation methods:
The results of the experiments that used all combinations of pivot translation tasks via English for five languages are shown in Table   4 . These outcomes exhibit that the proposed partial matching method of pivot subtrees in triangulation outperformed the standard triangulation method for all language pairs and that it achieved higher or almost equal scores than the proposed exact matching method. The exact matching method also outperformed the standard triangulation method in the majority of the language pairs, but has a lesser improvement than the partial matching method. As demonstrated by the authors' previous research undertaking, the sequential pivot translation was uniformly weaker than all triangulation methods. Table 5 presents the outcomes of the comparison of the coverage achieved by each proposed triangulation method. This table confirms that Tri.TreeExact reduced the number of unique phrases by several percentage points and Tri.TreePartial kept the same coverage as Tri.Hiero. Especially, triangulated TMs from Chinese with exact matching contain substantially fewer source phrases and significantly source words, and harmed coverage up to 4.884% as Chinese contains many characters and values the reordering of short tokens instead of inflections. This anomaly could constitute one of the reasons for the difference in improvement stability with regard to the partial and exact matching methods.
Effect on coverage:
Noise reduction:
The main motivation of using parse trees in the proposed methods is to prevent the inappropriate connection of phrase correspondences and reduce the noise in rule tables. To investigate the manner in which the syntactic matching methods succeed in removing noisy rules, an analysis of noise ratio was conducted. Noisy rules must contain source and target phrases having no correspondence in meaning, though this decision cannot be made for all phrase pair candidates in rule tables. It was therefore assumed that directly trained TMs that could avail of a source-target parallel corpus would demonstrate a fine approximation close to the ideal distribution of translation probability. To compute the noise ratio noise(T tri |T dir ) of triangulated rule 
was defined, where ϕ(t|s) represents the forward translation probability that can be considered the most important feature of the rule table. Table 6 displays the calculated noise ratio of the rule table for each triangulation method and language pair. This result shows that, although triangulated rule tables contain many noisy rules, the syntactic matching methods are indeed successful in reducing them. Tri.TreeExact decreased noisy rules, up to -16.26%, and Tri.TreePartial lessened noisy rules up to -10.94%. The reason why the noise reduction rate of Tri.TreePartial is lower than that of Tri.TreeExact is that the former weakens the influence of noisy rules instead of removing them to retain the coverage.
Improvement of probability estimation:
Although syntactic matching methods help in reducing noisy rules, there is no guarantee that they can improve the estimation of translation probabilities. Table 7 exhibits the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) for the distribution of forward translation probability scores of triangulated rule tables in comparison to directly trained rule tables. To calculate MAE and RMSE, the noisy rules that were not contained in directly trained rule tables were ignored to separate the different factors. The results evince that Tri.TreePartial reduced MAE and RMSE, making the distribution closer to the ideal in almost all language pairs. On the other hand, Tri.TreeExact did not diminish the errors in a stable manner. This consequence may be induced by the fact that the restricted matching conditions of Tri.TreeExact exclude many unmatched phrase pair candidates and may remove even those translation rules that are not noisy. It may therefore be posited that the softening of restrictions pertaining to matching conditions aids in the improvement of the estimation of translation probabilities. niques. On the other hand, the fine-tuning is available for Cascade NMT only separately for the source-pivot and pivot-target TMs and not for the whole pipelined system.
Comparison with NMT:
In the setting of the current experiments, although bilingually trained NMT systems were competitive to or outperformed Hiero-based models, the zero-shot translation was uniformly weaker. This outcome could be the result of using only a single LSTM layer for each encoder and decoder or because there was an insufficient quantity of parallel corpora or language pairs. It may therefore be posited that, although zero-shot translation demonstrated reasonable results in some settings, successful zero-shot translation systems are difficult to build, and pivot-based symbolic MT systems such as PBMT or Hiero might still be competitive alternatives.
Qualitative analysis:
A translated sentence for which pivot-side ambiguity is resolved in the syntactic matching methods is presented as an example:
Source Sentence in French:
La Suisse encourage tous lesÉtats partiesà soutenir le travail conceptuel que fait Switzerland encourages all parties to support the current conceptual work of the secretariat.
Reference in Spanish:
Suiza alienta a todos los Estados partes a que apoyen la actual labor conceptual de la 
La Suisse X 3 partie X 4 :: ., Suiza X 4 :: X 3 P artes . In this example, the corresponding Russian word form of the Chinese word " 动 " (mobility) is " ." However, Tri.TreeExact places this word in the incorrect case form " " and also positions it far from the correct placing since the translation rule connecting " 动 " with the correct form " " is lost in the process of exact matching, and this rule is maintained in Tri.Hiero and Tri.TreePartial. The selection of the incorrect case form often causes misplacing because of LMs, and it is affirmed that the results obtained by the use of Tri.TreeExact contain more incorrect word forms and positions.
Related Work
Up to this point, representative pivot translation methods in SMT have been explained. Other related research studies in pivot translation are primarily based on the triangulation for PBMT and focuse on discussions to further improve accuracy (Zhu, He, Wu, Zhu, Wang, and Zhao 2014; Levinboim and Chiang 2015; Dabre, Cromieres, Kurohashi, and Bhattacharyya 2015) . The process of correctly estimating the translation probability is a problem in triangulation. Zhu et al. (2014) have proposed an estimation method of source-target translation probability by estimating source-target co-occurrence counts first instead of the direct estimation from source-pivot and pivot-target translation probabilities . They have reported that stable translation accuracy can be obtained even in the triangulation of two phrase tables with unbalanced table size. Levinboim and Chiang (2015) have asserted that it is especially difficult to estimate wordlevel translation probability for phrase correspondence in the triangulation stage. Subsequently, they have proposed a method for improving the quality of the triangulation by estimating the translation probability even for the correspondence of words which cannot be directly observed, using a distributed expression of words (Mikolov, Yih, and Zweig 2013) .
This paper focuses on pivot translation using English as the pivot language, though it is also known that translation accuracy varies on the manner in which a pivot language is selected. The influence of the choice of the pivot language on pivot translation has been discussed in detail by Paul et al. (2009) . In reality, there are few situations in which the pivot language can be selected from multiple viable candidates, though in the ideal scenario where bilingual corpora of the same scale can be obtained via several languages, a pivot language having a similar language structure as the source or target language should be chosen.
Additionally, it is not necessary to limit the number of pivot languages to one, and methods that consider the simultaneous use of multiple pivot languages have also been proposed.
Representatives of such purposing include methods such as aggregating multiple source-target phrase/rule tables obtained by triangulation with respective pivot languages into one table with linear interpolation and those that accomplish searching via the simultaneouse use of multiple TMs (Dabre et al. 2015) .
Alternatively, training methods of multilingual NMT, which improve translation accuracy by causing translation tasks of multiple language pairs to be trained as a common encoder, have been also proposed (Dong, Wu, He, Yu, and Wang 2015; Zoph and Knight 2016; Johnson et al. 2017 ).
Conclusion
In this paper, the authors have proposed a new method of pivot translation to resolve the pivot-side syntactic ambiguity. This proposed method introduces an explicitly syntax-aware matching condition to find the correct correspondences between source-pivot and pivot-target translation rules. It can thus produce more reliable models. The results on the multilingual translation experiments revealed significant improvements in MT evaluation scores for the proposed method for all tested language pairs that possessed larger indirectly parallel corpora than (Miura et al. 2015) , of 1M sentence pairs and that had access to the additional resource of English syntactic parsing. A syntactic matching method that allowed partial matching successfully reduced the number of noisy translation rules. This noise decrease enhanced the estimation of translation probabilities and better translation accuracy. This method is effective instances where that accurate syntactic parsers for the pivot language are available, and t is practical to use for pivot translations that allow access to larger quantities of parallel corpora.
To estimate translation probabilities, a heuristic that had no guarantee of being optimal was introduced. The smoothing technique of TMs could present an effective solution as one of the directions to improve the estimation of probability scores. It is common to apply smoothing methods such as back-off and interpolation when the coverage of a single model is poor. In their experimental setting, the authors have incorporated reliable and high-coverage models, and it should be easy to combine them by linear interpolation with fixed coefficients. In in the future, therefore, the authors are planning to explore more refined estimation methods that utilize machine learning.
Incidentally, the previously proposed method of pivot translation (Miura et al. 2015) uses MSCFG models that possess the potential to access information from the source, target, and pivot languages. For example, it should be possible to combine the proposed methods in Section 4 and (Miura et al. 2015) and to let the MSCFG model remember the pivot tree structures.
As a more advanced method for future research, it should be possible to devise compounded MSCFG models that can store both pivot-side and source-side syntactic information, thereby realizing translations with higher reproducibility of source information. The authors have mentioned that pivot translation presents the problem of the loss of source language information, which is affected by the expressiveness of the pivot language. In fact, this problem is frequent not just in MT but also for human translators. For example, since modern English is known for its simple morphology that does not include complicated grammatical conjugations such as personal suffixes, linguistic modalities such as number, case, and gender are lost when translating into English. This deficiency yields a translation that is different from the original meaning from English into another language. With the method posited in this paper, the authors aim to achieve machine translation outcomes that preserve the linguistic information of the original content by 
